
3 soverom Leilighet til salgs i Benahavis, Málaga

This new project due completion October 2019 showcases the unique vision by merging the latest word in design into
idyllic natural surroundings to create a beautiful, exclusive, mountainside 12-building enclave of low-level 2 and 3
bedroom apartments with manicured gardens and pool areas. Each apartment is south or southwest facing and offers
beautiful views. They make maximum use of light, space and natural beauty, harness the year-round sunshine and
engage the senses with carefully considered, innovative design touches and an abundance of bougainvillaea,
rosemary and olive trees. Bespoke interior and exterior finishes embrace and reflect traditional materials and designs
including Arab tiles, stone and wood. These are set in a modern context where concrete, glass and 21st Century
technologies are e ortlessly incorporated into both building design and the landscape. Sustainability is central to
everything we do and breeam certification is a key goal.

Innovative use of space and design brings together inside and outside and makes the best of the breathtaking
panoramic views. Natural light floods every apartment, enhanced by open plan layouts and stunning floor-to-ceiling
glass doors and balustrades. Privacy, cosiness and comfort are assured, and while features such as home automation
provide the best of modern living, sustainability remains at the heart of every decision.

An enchanting residential resort, seamlessly integrated into the idyllic foothills of the Sierra de las Nieves overlooking
the majestic La Concha mountain, the picturesque cosmopolitan Costa del Sol and bordering the unesco biosphere
reserve. Here, nature and the modern world coexist in exclusive harmony and your lifestyle dreams will be fulfilled
every day. With its spectacular facilities, central lake and exceptional elevated location, this is where the mountains
host the beachside lifestyle and where the views take your breath away.

  3 soverom   2 bad   135m² Bygg størrelse
  Svømmebasseng

600.000€
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